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PV is booming –

can we sit back and relax?



PV at global scale. Where do EU stand?

EU 2022:

3% of Global PV 

module production 
11%  PV silicon

1% solar wafers

0.4% silicon cells

6.75 GW
EU

273 GW
CHINA

PV MODULE PRODUCTION CAPACITY



PV at global scale. Where do EU stand?

3% of Global PV 

module production 
11%  PV silicon

1% solar wafers

0.4% silicon cells
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Lithuanian PV sector

a success story to follow?



Do we have a

winning formula?





Innovation is essential for long-term 
competitiveness!

Thank you

Skirmantė Baležentienė

Lithuanian Photovoltaics Technology Cluster coordinator
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Importance of Industry-Academia Collaboration

Industry-Academia Collaboration is essential for technology leadership and 

competitiveness. For example, mechanical engineering as a technology 

integrator is dependent on innovative, but industry-relevant research results in 

order to maintain global product leadership.

It is important that industry is involved right from the start in the formulation 

of goals and later on in validation.

For the academic side, dialogue with industry is important to identify new 

research topics and validate results.

In Germany, this close cooperation (e.g. on the Industry 4.0 platform) is a 

success factor, as is an efficient research structure in applied research.



Structure of the Platform Industry 4.0

Source: BWKA, January 2022

All relevant actors are involved



Best practice examples

• The model of "Industrial Collective Research" (AIF) in Germany.

The German Federation of Industrial Research Associations – AiF in short – is the leading 

national organization promoting applied research and development benefiting Germany’s small 

and medium-sized businesses. https://www.aif.de/foerderangebote/igf-industrielle-gemeinschaftsforschung.html

• The funding initiative “Research Campus - Public-Private Partnership for Innovations“ in 

Germany. A Research Camus is an innovation platform for cooperation between applied science 

and industry, e.g. ARENA 2036 with a main focus on future mobility.

• The "Factories of the Future/Made in Europe" Partnership managed by EFFRA and the European 

Commission which brings together companies and leading European research institutes and 

universities, as dialogue platform, collaboration in road mapping, and project implementation

• Technological examples are: laser manufacturing, artificial intelligence

https://www.aif.de/foerderangebote/igf-industrielle-gemeinschaftsforschung.html


Collective Research – Research for SMEs

• Collective Research is research for broad groups of companies, especially SMEs

• Each project must clearly demonstrate the economic added value of research for 
companies in a given sector 

• Collective Research projects are precompetitive and are proposed and managed 
exclusively by industrial associations 

• Collective Research is organised by the AiF and her members and funded by the German 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action



ARENA 2036

ARENA 2036 stands for „Active Research Environment for the 
Next generation of Automobiles” and is one of nine research 
campuses of the funding initiative "Research Campus – Public-
Private Partnership for Innovations" in Germany.

ARENA2036 is an innovation platform for cooperation between 
applied science and industry with a main focus on future mobility. 

This cooperation takes place directly in the versatile factory 
which serves as an open co-working space. It is run as a 
registered association with members from science and industry. 
The partners are active in various disciplines – from the 
automotive industry, aerospace technology, textile and materials 
research to industrial science.
https://www.arena2036.de/en/

https://www.forschungscampus.bmbf.de/research_campuses

https://www.arena2036.de/en/
https://www.forschungscampus.bmbf.de/research_campuses


MADE IN EUROPE

• The lead entity for the Made in Europe 
Partnership is the European Factories of 
the Future Research Association (EFFRA; 
www.effra.eu).

• EFFRA brings together companies from 
the entire manufacturing supply chain, 
including production technology providers 
and users of such machinery and 
equipment. 

• On the academic and research side, all 
leading European research institutes, 
technical universities and other 
organisations are part of the community.

http://www.effra.eu/


The innovation process

ManuFUTURE Vision for 2030 p. 60 ff



Takeaways

• The area by excellence to promote collaboration between academia and industry is applied 
research, particularly collaborative applied research.

• We need to speed up technological development, but we need also to ensure that we have 
the necessary human resources needed to further develop and uptake those technologies. 
This calls for an alignment between policies, programmes and initiatives or combined ones.

• Mechanisms of dissemination, demonstration and cross fertilization are very important for 
SMEs to be aware, access and use these technologies and other results from R&D projects. 

• Technology infrastructures can and should play an important role in supporting and 
combining test and validation of research projects, demonstration and dissemination of 
technologies and solutions, and education and training. This way, it´s easier to make them 
viable and, especially, they become spaces for knowledge sharing between academia and 
companies.

• Public policies need to support and incentivise these tasks/functions, particularly if they are 
related/linked with results and impact.



Thank you!
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2008 - 2018

Some lessons 
from 5000
innovation projects 
with industry and 
academia

Explorative approach is needed

For most of the partners it is very difficult to say that they don’t precisely know 

what to explore. Many companies have similar ideas and questions.

Instead of looking to get predefined and company-specific problems solved, 

industry-academia interaction is very effective when used to boost companies’ 

own innovation work by explorative approach.

Frustration with single projects

When facilitating single projects, a lot of creative potential is wasted by 

always starting from the beginning.

Enabling projects between industry and academia with new participants 

requires significant facilitation capacity.

Global perspectives and diversity are key enablers

Local perspectives and diversity of thinking are not enough when objective 

is to create innovative output and radical thinking.

Development at global lead markets will have impact on our operating 

environment. Global examples can effectively be used to stimulate innovation.



Our approach for futures data creation
We invest in co-creation with global teams of university students

With our co-creation teams we look for weak and 

strong signals, anomalies, black swans, and 

sources of new growth opportunities.

The insights from continuous future project chains 

are combined with our expert know-how to create 

visions of the future, IPR, and competitive 

advantage for all participants. Instead of starting 

yet another student project, team members are 

joining expert-led taskforces and benefit from 

previous findings.

Globally, our team members represent the 

following student distribution: PhD 7%, Master’s 

56%, Bachelor’s 37%.



We contextualise findings with companies and 

public organisations to keep them at the forefront 

of trends and turn global findings into actionable 

strategies.

Our partners contribute by tracing the drivers of 

change, interpreting trends’ implications to 

business, and identify new opportunities.

The emerging future knowledge help our partners 

to calibrate their own thinking and identify new 

perspectives.

Exploring industry and  

society level problems and  

opportunities



Demola programme in Portugal

Sandbox for long-term thinking and future foresight

Portuguese polytechnic universities act as network of regional Demola 

Hubs engaging companies and students to international co-creation.

In the first phase of the program (during 2021-2023),

• 600 companies are exposed to future thinking and gain access to 

Demola co-creation results

• 5000 students are engaged to international Demola projects

• 900 higher-education institute teachers trained to innovation and 

foresight approach

Demola Portugal program strategic and policy focus areas:

• 21st century skills development

• Future work and RDI intensity at Portuguese companies

• Trust and culture of cooperation: creating joint cooperation platform 
enabling cross-polytechnic work with international interfaces

https://www.demola.net/stories/portugal-implements-modern-co-creation-

methodology-in-cooperation-with-demola-global
In photo from left to right:

Minister Manuel Heitor, President Pedro Dominguinhos,

CEO Ville Kairamo and, Minister Ville Skinnari

http://www.demola.net/stories/portugal-implements-modern-co-creation-


Contribution data
Concept of futures data creation

Topic definitions Actions

What if -statements

Raw data is collected on the current state of phenomena. Possible future states and alternative action plans 
are created based on this data, lead market exploration, and continuous validation.

CURRENTSTATE FUTURESTATE(S)VECTOR

Problem definitions

Context Definitions
Stakeholder profiles

Evidence

SignalsChange Forces

Trend Associations Solution ideas

Future States

Narratives

Future problem

Stakeholder profiles



Continuous Demola expedition 

Emerging content, phenomena 

and themes

We continuously analyze the contents 

and outcomes of co-creation activity with 

our teams globally. Outcomes of the co-

creation projects are utilised to define and 

run the next projects to create cumulative 

knowledge asset.



Create enriching 
interaction on
a global scale

Culture of curiosity

Industry and societies need proactive skills and culture to be looking forward. 

Far-sightedness means active observation of the future and continuous sense-

making to understand change and trends before they become significant forces.

From single projects to continuous interaction

Innovation and strategic renewal requires continuous efforts. Instead of 

happening overnight, innovations are created via small discoveries along the 

way. Accordingly, innovation support mechanisms shall be designed to support  

making exploration a habit and part of daily activities.

European approach and network effect

An international approach helps break knowledge and cultural silos to ensure 

that the participants do not think alike. At the same time, the European approach 

supports knowledge exchange, creation of new networks, talent engagement 

and internationalisation of companies.



Contact us

Ville Kairamo
CEO

ville@demola.net

+358 40 566 7182

Demola Global

www.demola.net

mailto:ville@demola.net
http://www.demola.net/
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Solutions for an ethical, safe and sustainable plastics and composites industry

involved in 3 Open Innovation Test Beds

IPC

Circular Economy

Industry 4.0

High Added Value Products



Context

Industrial challenges

Sustainable nanotechnologies

European

competitiveness

…And many others

Green and 

digital 

transition

Circular

economy

Spain

Poland Finland



Context

Multifunctional composite panel

No increase in 

production cost

Multi-

functionalityLIghtweight

Germany

Spain

France

Greece

Poland



• Interdisciplinarity

• Lack of visibility

• Deficient accessibility

Barriers to access these sustainable nanotechnologies



A network of inter-connected solution providers 

offering access to demonstration and upscaling facilities, as well as services 
to advance technologies 

gathering all the relevant players to reduce technological risks and 
accelerating market access.

Open Innovation Test Beds (OITB)



Through a Single Entry Point

OITB offers its network of facilities and services 
through a Single Entry Point (SEP) so as to 
guarantee easy and efficient access



To customers:

• One homogeneous access point

• Open access to singular Test Beds and high-quality 
services 

• Integrated technological and business-oriented services

A two-side value proposition

To service providers:

• Ability to attract new users enlarging the customer 
base

• Membership of a prestigious Joint Venture

• Provision of a full integral offer to customers

SEP

Sp

ain

Pol

an

d

Industrial challenges

European

competitiveness

Green and 

digital transition

Circular

economy



How does the SEP works ?

A very slim structure organised around

• Common tools providing a unique, open and homogeneous access to all OITB services:

• Marketing

• Contractual

• Quality and project management

• A distributed regional workforce:

• As close as possible to the customer

• With the capability to understand users needs and translate them into an offer.



Success story

Multifunctional composite panel

Key Performance Indicators:

• Reduction of overall product weight by 10%

• Improvement of thermal insulation by 10%

• Fast verification of control monitoring

• No increase in the production cost

Nano-

modified

e-glass

Buckypapers

CNT doped

veils

Sensors



Success story

Key Performance Indicators:

• Gas barrier properties

• Assembly of drink pouches

• food-safety compliance 

• 100% recyclability

Recyclable drink pouch



Key success factors & Barriers

• A two-side value proposition

• A pool of “Single Contact Points” 
distributed regionally

• A slim structure

• Different legal structures within the 
OITB members

• Collaboration versus competition

Key success factors Barriers



Thank you!

Sandrine Lebigre








